
 

IID-WT200 

Sliding Turnstile 

 

 

 Size: 1200*300*1000mm 

 Housing material: SS304 

 Pass Speed: 35 persons/min 

 Working Temperature: -35 – 55 C 

 Gross Weight: 55Kg 

 Passage Width: 550 – 900mm 

 Power Supply:  110-220V 50/60 HZ 

 Motor Voltage: DC24V 

 Working Environment: Better for indoor 

 Working Humidity: <95% coagulation free 

 Open while power off: Yes 

 Working Movement: CD24V Motor 

 LED Light: Direction arrow 

 Normal Running Life: 5 Million 

 

Features: 

  Alarm Function: When arms are pushed by force illegally, alarm will be triggered automatically and arms will 

be set locked, turnstile can check by itself when it is having problem. It is good for customer to maintain and 

use. 

 Turnstile can setting the working condition by pressing the button of main control board. 

 Anti-pinch function: Turnstile have mechanical / infrared induction Anti-pinch (when it meets the hinder 

during the reset time, the turnstile will default the delayed and reset again till reset succeeded). 

 Before receiving the open signal, the turnstile will lock automatically. 

 The arm has the collision avoidance function: when the turnstile arm closed, it it is under the collision, the 

arm will open to protect the transmission of inner machine. 

 Automatic Reset Function: after swapping the card, during the specific time (the system is10 seconds), if you 

didn't pass the turnstile, the system will cancel your authority automatically to pass the gate,(reset time is 1 -

60seconds Time Adjustable.), totally meets the fire protection needs. 

 Infrared Reset Function (Optional 4 pairs or 6 pairs Infrared) 

 The turnstile is bidirectional. 

 The turnstile can work with door access control system / consumption system / biometric recognition 

system / ESD system) 

 Can manage and long-range control the turnstile directly by managing the computer. 

 Flashing Light Prompt Function: It's convenient to find the turnstile problem by administrative staff. 

 Barrier free mode. 


